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Abstract.
A formula for ReSx(Oa(x*), <t>c(xd)) is given where fl>a(x) denotes the a,h cyclotomic polynomial. This extends a result of Lehmer, Diede-

richsen, and Apóstol.

The ntb cyclotomic polynomial, n ^ 1, is defined by

<D„(jc)= l[(x - e2nik/n)
where the product is over all values of k relatively prime to n such that 1 ^
k < n . The polynomial d>„(x) is irreducible in Z[x] with degree tp(n) where
tp denotes the Euler phi-function. Lehmer [6], Diederichsen [4] and Apóstol
[1] have given formulas for Resx(Om(x), On(x)). Later Apóstol [2] extended
it to a formula for Resx(Om(ax), ®n(bx)) with the hope to shorten the 255page proof of the celebrated Feit-Thompson Theorem [5]. In this paper we
derive a formula for Resx(Oa(^fc), ®c(xd)) extending the result of Lehmer,

Diederichsen, and Apóstol. In doing so, we first factorize Q>a(xb) in 1[x]
followed by an application of the chain rule for resultants.
Throughout this paper, (a, b) will denote the greatest common divisor, and
[a, b] the least common multiple, of positive integers a and b. We also use
the notation a\b to indicate that a divides b.

1. Reductions
Lemma 1 (Factorization).

For positive integers a and b,

(l.i)

®a(xb)= n

*»■(*)•

[m, b]=ab

Proof. Note that if 6 is an element of a group, then the order of 6b is given

by '
b
Ord(g)
°Td^=(Ord(8),b)-

_[Qrd(g),6]
b

■

Hence 6 is a zero of <&a(xb) ^^
Ord(0ô) = a <==> [Ord(6),b] - ab.
Since Oa(xb) has no multiple zeros, the left side of (1.1) divides the right
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side. On the other hand, if 6 is a zero of Om(x) where [m, b] = ab, then
Ord(ö) = m and so 6 is a zero of Q>a(xb)• Since cyclotomic polynomials
are relatively prime with no multiple zeros, the right side of (1.1) divides the
left side. Now the result follows from the fact that both sides of (1.1) are
monic. D

Corollary 2. Suppose (a, b) = 1. Then
<t>a(xb)=

[J

<t>as(x).

s divides b

Proof. Apply Lemma 1 and observe that if (a, b) = 1, then [m, b] = ab <*=>■
m = as for some divisor s of b . D
Let a be a positive integer. For any prime p, let vp(a) denote the largest
integer k such that pk divides a. Thus a = Y\ p"" where the product
is indexed by all primes p. If b is another positive integer, then vp(ab) =
vp(a) + Vp(b). We also define

(a,b)=

[[

p

vp(a)>0

with the understanding that an empty product is 1 so that ( 1, b) = 1. Note

that
vp((a,b)) = {

Vp(ab) ifvp(a)>0,
0
ifvp(a) = 0;

and therefore
ab

x

(a,b)

if Vp(a) >0,
if vp(a) = 0.

( 0

(Vp(ab)

Corollary 3.
®a(x") = *(a,b)(x'"°').

Proof. Express both sides as products using Lemma 1. Then observe that

[m, b] = ab
by applying vp to both and using (1.2).

m,

ab

Wbj.

= ab

D

Lemma 4 (Chain Rule for Resultants [7, Corollary 11, p. 360], [3]). Suppose

fx, fi, h £ Z[x] and the leading term of h is x'. Then

Resx(fi(h), f2(h)) = [Resx(fx, f2)]'. n
Corollary 5. Resx(®a(xb),

d>c(xd)) = [Resx(Oa(xb'),

Q>c(xd'))]g where g =

(b,d), b = gb',and d = gd'.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4 with fx = 0>a(xb'), fi - d>c(xd'), and h - x8 . G
Thus in calculating Resx(«I>a(xfc), <¡>c(xd)), it is sufficient to assume that
(b, d) = 1. Furthermore, by Corollary 3, we may assume that (a, b) = (c, d) =
1. This is done in the next section.
The next lemma is a standard property of resultants [8, Chapter 5, Section

9, (5.24), p. 106].
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Lemma 6. Suppose fx, f2£ TL[x\. Then
ReSjct/Kx) , h(x))

= (-l)deg/>x<leg/2Res* (/2(jc) , /,(*)).

D

Corollary 7.
Resx(<t>a(xb), <&c(xd)) = (-l)^b^dResx(Oc(xd),Oa(xb)).

D

2. Special case
Assume throughout this section that (a, b) - (c, d) = (b, d) = 1 and S -

{s:s\b}, T={t:t\d}.
Using Corollary 2 and the bi-multiplicative property of the resultant, we have
(2.1)

R = Resx(4>a(xb),<!>c(xd))=

J]

Resx(<Pas(x), Qbt(x)).

{s,t)eSxT

Lemma 8 (Lehmer [6], Diederichsen [4], Apóstol [1]). Suppose m ^ n > 1.

Then

{0

if m = n,

p<f(n) ¡j-a _ pe¡ a prime power (

1

otherwise. D

Note that Resx(<Dm(x),<D„(x)) = (-l^WRes^*,^),
*M(x)) by
Lemma 6. Hence the only case that Res^(<Pm(x), Q>n(x)) is negative is when

m = 2 and n = 1. In fact, Res^^x),

®i(x)) = -2.

Lemma 9. R - 0 <=$■a\cd and c\ab.
Proof. By (2.1) and Lemma 8, R = 0 <=*>as = ct for some s £ S and some
t £T. Therefore, we have to show that as = ct <=» a\cd and c\ab.
=► : The hypothesis as = ct implies a\ct\cd and c\as\ab.
<i= : The hypothesis a\cd , together with (c, d) = 1, implies a = (a, cd) =
(a, c)(a, d). Similarly, the hypothesis c\ab, together with (a, b) = 1, implies

c = (a, c)(b ,c).

Let s = (b, c) and t = (a, d). Then 5 e S, lei

ai = (a, ¿)(a, c)(b, c) —tc.

and

D

Lemma 10. If there exist sx, s2 £ S and tx, t2 £ T such that both ^ and ^
are integers, then R = 0.
Proof. The hypothesis that ^- is an integer implies that c divides asx, hence
ab. Likewise, a divides cd. Now the result follows from Lemma 9. D

Using Lemma 8 we see that if R ± 0, then the product in (2.1) can be
indexed by (s, t) £ S x T such that ^ or ^ is a prime power. Lemma 10
then guarantees that the indexing set is either all (s, t) £ SxT with ^ a prime
power, or all (s, t) £ S xT with £ a prime power. Without loss of generality,
we may assume the former. The next lemma shows that the prime p involved
is unique.
Lemma 11. Suppose R ^ 0 and furthermore ^ = p\x and sp. = pej where
sx, 52 £ S, tx, t2£ T, px and p2 are primes, and ex, e2 ^ 1. Then px —p2.

Proof. If px ^ P2, then
S2C1-)

—£- = y
Pi

j

' C2'2 = sx(f) and so p^2 divides 52(f)-

shows that a divides cd.

Then

On the other hand, by hypothesis, c
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divides asx, hence ab. So by Lemma 9, R = 0, a contradiction. Thus px —
p2. a

Lemma 12. Suppose R ^ 0 and suppose for some s £ S, t £ T, & = pe is a
prime power. Then t = (a, d).
Proof. Since (c, t) = 1 and ß = as, it follows that pe divides either c or /
but not both. Note that pe does not divide t. For otherwise -h = ^ implies
that c\as and so c\ab. However, a\cd since a\ct by hypothesis. Thus we
have R = 0 by Lemma 9, a contradiction. Hence pe\c. Thus ■&— j- implies
t\as and so t\a since (s, t) = 1. Thus t\(a, d). On the other hand, a =
(a, cd) = (a, c)(a, d) since a\cd and (c, d) — 1. Hence a\ct is equivalent
to (a, c)(a, d)\ct. Now this implies that (a,d)\ct and thus (a,d)\t since c
and (a, d) are relatively prime. Thus t = (a, d). D
Lemma 13. Suppose R^O.

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

( 1) There exist s £ S, t £ T such that ^ = pe' is a prime power.
(2) a\cd and ffi 'dl = pe is a prime power.
Furthermore, if (I) is true then the set of all s satisfying the equality in (1)
consists of

cd (b^£l (¿J)
1 ' a >'

p

'

p2

(b,cj)
'■■"

p»

'

where u = vp(b, c-j¡)= vp(ab, cd) - vp(a).

Proof. (2) => (1). Take 5 = (b, f),

t = (a, d), and e' = e.

(1) => (2). By Lemma 12, we have ^ = T^¿)Pe' which shows that a\cd
and sVi . Hence s\(b, &). Therefore g$
= ¿^
is a factor of ^
=
p^' and thus is equal to pe for some e ^ e'. It remains to show that e ^ 1.
However, ffi'^ = 1 implies R = 0 by Lemma 10, a contradiction. So e ^ 1.
From the above proof, we see that if s, t satisfy the equality in ( 1) then
t = (a,d) and s\(b, c-f). Using (2) we also see that s = (b,f),
t = (a, d)
satisfy the equality in (1). If 5i and 52 both satisfy the equality in (1) then
either 5i = pe"s2 or 52 = pe"sx . So the rest of the result follows. D
Proposition 14. For each prime p, let u(p) = vp(ab, cd) - vp(a) and v(p) =

vp(ab, cd) - Vp(c). Then

0

ifa\cdandc\ab,

y(ab,cd)-£-

p

r(p"wi

ifa\cd

and -nr^

= Pe, a prime power,

ifc\ab

and _a_j_ _ pei a prime power

R=(
(-\y(a)<f(c)bd pW

'c J,„.(,),

1
Proof. Note that
c(a,d)

(ab, cd)

otherwise.
c(a,d)

c(a, d)

(ab,c)(ab,d)

(ab, c)(a, d)(b, d)
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Clearly, the conditions in the four cases are mutually exclusive. The first case
follows from Lemma 9. To establish the second case, note that, by Lemmas 8

and 13,

(2.2)

R= Ylp*»>
s€Si

where Sx = {iLyM:

i = 0, l,...,u(p)\.

Since (a, s) = 1,

tp(as) = <p(a)tp(s).
Thus the product of (2.2) equals p"" ses>,(". Setting 5 = 'à^âlA
u = u(p), and using the fact that (s, p) - 1, we have

where

Y^ V(s)= <P(s)+ <p(sp)+ ■■■
+ <p(spu)
ses¡

= (p(s)[l+<p(p) + ... + <p(p»)}
= <p(s)p".
Since 5 and p" are relatively prime,
m(b, £*)
9(5) = VK
' "'.
<P(PU)

Hence
, Wlrt
, Mb,ci)
(p(a)q>(s)= 0(a)—;—f-

<p(ab,cd)
- z±—.—r—-

since a and (b,^) are relatively prime. The third case follows from Corollary
7 and the second case. D
3. The main theorem
Throughout this section, let R = Resx(<t>a(xb), Q>c(xd)).

Proposition 15. Suppose (a, b) = (c, d) — 1. Let g = (b, d), and, for each
prime p, u(p) = vp(ab, cd) - vp(a), v(p) = vp(ab, cd) - vp(c). Then

( 0

if a\cd and c\ab,

M°b,cd)+%L-fp
"C""")9{s)

ifa\cd and -^^

= pe, a prime power,

^-iy(a)<P(c)bdp^aD-ca'9U,v{P)) f(f,

Jyc|a¿

_ ^

R=<
md

_a_^

fl primg

pQwer

\ 1
otherwise.
Proof. Using Corollary 5 and Lemma 16, we see that the result follows from
Corollary 7 and Proposition 14. D

Lemma 16. Let g = (a, b), b = b'g, and d = d'g. Suppose (a, b) = (c, d) 1. Then
(1) a\cd <=> a\cd'.
(2) c\ab <=►c\ab'.
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a

(3)

(a,cd) ~ {a,cd') '

W

(c.ab) * (c,ab') -

(5) <p(ab,cd) = <p(ab',cd')<p(g).
(6) If ,a acd)= pe, a prime power, then vp(ab, cd) - vp(c) = vp(ab', cd') -

vp(c).
(7) if . cab)= pe, a prime power, then vp(ab, cd) - vp(a) = vp(ab', cd') Vp(a).

Proof.

(1) Since (a, b) — 1, (a, g) = I. Hence a\cd'g

(2)
(3)
(A)
(5)

Similar to (1).
Since (a,b) =
Similar to (3).
Since (a, b) =
(ab', cd) and
(6) Since p\a and
Vp(g) = vp(ab',
(7) Similar to (6).

<=> a\cd'.

l, (a, g) = 1. So (a, cd) = (a, cd'g) = (a, cd')(a, g).
(c, d) = 1, it follows that (a, g) = (c, g) — 1. Hence
g are relatively prime.
(a, g) = 1, vp(g) = 0. So vp(ab, cd) = vp(ab', cd') +
cd').
D

Using Corollary 3, we deduce the main result of the paper below from Corol-

lary 7 and Proposition 15.
Theorem 17. Let

g

ab

cd

(a,b)' (c,d)J'

and for each prime p, let u(p) = vp(ab, cd) - vp((a, b)), v(p) = vp(ab, cd)
Vp((c, d)) ,andR = Resx(Q>a(xb), <£>c(xd)). Then

0

if(a,b)\cdand(c,d)\ab,
a prime power,

R=<
^-l)<P(aMc)bdpi>(ab'cd)^w)^)

if(c, d)\ab and {{tt{%bjcd)
=Pe,

a prime power,

I 1

otherwise. D

Remarks. 1. Resx(i>a(x6), <$c(xd)) is negative if and only if a = 2, c = 1,
and b, d are odd. For this is only possible in the third case above, i.e., when
tp(a)(p(c)bd is odd, or equivalently, when b, d are odd and either (a = 1, c =
2) or (a —2, c = 1). But when a = 1 and c = 2 we are in the second case.

2. Note that

pu

^)

(I

= l^

if u = 0,

ifOl.
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